Magnetization reversal in half metallic La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ films grown onto vicinal surfaces
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We present the study of the magnetic properties of well-characterized epitaxial half metallic La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ films grown onto vicinal SrTiO$_3$(001) substrates with different miscut angles. Room temperature high resolution vectorial Kerr magnetometry measurements have been performed at different applied magnetic field directions in the whole angular range. The films present a substrate-induced uniaxial (twofold) magnetic anisotropy originated from in-plane [110]-oriented elongated structures, whereas the strength of this anisotropy increases with the miscut angle of the substrate surfaces. Our results demonstrate that we can artificially control the magnetic anisotropy of epitaxial films, up to 120 nm thick, by exploiting the substrate-induced anisotropy. We also determine in this case the minimum vicinal angle required to get well-defined uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3560893]

In cubic crystal symmetry epitaxial magnetic thin films the competition between the biaxial (fourfold) and the additional uniaxial (twofold) anisotropies can result in a magnetic reorientation, which depends on many parameters, such as substrate step density,$^{1,2}$ thickness,$^3$ angle of deposition,$^4$ and even the temperature range.$^3$ The biaxial and uniaxial anisotropies originate from the crystal symmetry and substrate-induced anisotropy, respectively. By resorting to the fabrication of artificial heterostructures,$^5$ thin films,$^6–8$ and superlattices,$^9$ we can exploit the symmetry breaking in order to control and tailor the magnetic properties of the materials, and, therefore, alter both magnetization easy and hard axes, and reversal processes.$^10$

Half metallic La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ (LSMO) manganite, showing both a Curie temperature above 300 K and an almost 100% spin polarization, is of particular interest for the engineering of spintronics devices operating at room temperature (RT) such as read-heads magnetic hard disks and nonvolatile magnetic memories.$^{11}$ In this system, the substrate induces tensile or compressive strain to the film depending on the film–substrate lattice mismatch, determining in-plane or out-of-plane easy magnetization directions, respectively.$^{12}$ In particular, in LSMO/SrTiO$_3$(STO)(001) an in-plane biaxial magnetic anisotropy ascribed to the substrate-induced in-plane tensile strain is generally observed.$^{12,13}$ Moreover, by using vicinal surfaces we can fabricate artificially periodic stepped surfaces with in-plane magnetic anisotropy.$^{14}$ In vicinal substrates, the surfaces are intentionally misoriented to a (near) low index surface, therefore determining surface step edges. In such a way, the high symmetry of the low index surface is broken and an additional uniaxial anisotropy is expected.$^{15}$ In-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy at RT already has been reported in 25- and 7-nm-thick LSMO films deposited on very low miscut STO substrates (0.13° and 0.24°).$^3$ More recently, some of the authors reported on a well-defined uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in LSMO film, up to 70 nm thick, deposited on 10° vicinal STO(001) substrate.$^{16}$

We have grown 120-nm-thick LSMO thin films by pulsed laser deposition from a stoichiometric target onto commercially available vicinal STO(001) substrates with miscut angle $\theta_x$ of 2°, 4°, 8°, 10°. The vicinal angle $\theta_v$ was from the [001] surface toward the [110] crystallographic direction, thus inducing step edges along the [110] direction.$^{14}$ The laser fluence was 1–2 J cm$^{-2}$, the target-to-substrate distance, the oxygen pressure, and the substrate temperature were optimized to 50 mm, 0.35 mbar, and 720°C, respectively.$^9$ The crystal structure was investigated by means of x-ray diffraction (XRD). The XRD $\theta$–$2\theta$ -scans indicate that the LSMO films were epitaxially grown on the substrates. In particular, the LSMO films present the (001) axis parallel to the (001) axis of the substrate. The out-of-plane and the in-plane lattice parameters were determined by XRD measurements around symmetric and asymmetric crystallographic peaks. For all films, the measured lattice parameters and the strain tensor components along the [100] ($\epsilon_{[100]}$) in-plane crystallographic direction present the two in-plane lattice parameters of the LSMO cell equally tensile strained ($\epsilon_{[100]} = \epsilon_{[010]} < 1.0\%$) by the substrate. The crystalline quality of the films was checked by measuring the full width at half maximum of the rocking curves ($\omega$ scan),
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which are always found below 0.15°, and the in-plane crystal plane alignment (ϕ scan). It is worth noting that in all the investigated samples, the Curie temperature was always found above RT.14

The morphology of the samples was investigated at RT by means of atomic force (AFM) and scanning tunnel microscopies, using a Nanoscope microscope. The average roughness (rms) of the samples was found always in the range of few unit cells. In general, the morphology of the LSMO films replicates that of the substrates. In particular, as demonstrated by the 1 μm × 1 μm AFM measurements reported in Fig. 1, the LSMO films grown onto 4°, 8°, and 10° miscut substrates present elongated structures on the top surface oriented along the [110] crystallographic direction, i.e., parallel to the substrate step edges. The LSMO film grown onto low miscut STO substrate, i.e., θm = 2°, present smoother and flatter surface and no clear elongated structures are observed.

The magnetic properties, including magnetization reversal and magnetic anisotropy, of the films was studied at RT by high-resolution vectorial-Kerr magnetometry measurements using p-polarized incident light. We measured simultaneously the in-plane vectorial-resolved hysteresis loops, i.e., $M_{||}(H, ϕ)$ and $M_{⊥}(H, ϕ)$, as a function of the sample in-plane angular rotation angle (ϕ), keeping fixed the external magnetic field direction.17 The whole angular range was probed every 4.5°, with 0.5° angular resolution.

Figure 2 shows representative Kerr hysteresis loops of 120-nm-thick LSMO films grown onto 2° and 8° miscut STO(001) acquired at θ = 0° and ≈ 90°, where θ = 0° is taken when the external field is aligned parallel to the [110] in-plane crystal direction, i.e., parallel to the substrate step direction. For the LSMO film grown on the lowest miscut STO substrate, i.e., θm = 2°, the $M − H$ loops present very small changes when comparing the behavior at θ = 0° and 90°. $M_{||}(H)$ loops show mainly a sharp (irreversible) transition and negligible $M_{⊥}(H)$ loops (Fig. 2 top panels). This is the expected behavior of easy-axis directions of magnetization. Supporting this, $M_{||}(H)$ changes the sign when the e.a. direction is crossed (not shown). In turn, smooth reversible transitions become more relevant during reversal approaching θ = e.a. ± 45°, where $M_{⊥}$ signals are maximum, i.e., hard-axis (h.a.) directions. These features reflect the fourfold symmetry of the magnetic anisotropy. In clear contrast, the LSMO films grown onto higher miscut substrates present twofold magnetic anisotropy (Fig. 2 bottom panels). The $M − H$ loops show characteristic e.a. and h.a. behaviors at θ = 0° and θ ≈ 90°, respectively. The e.a. (h.a.) direction is parallel (perpendicular) to the elongated structures.

Regarding the magnetization reversal processes, the $M − H$ loops of Fig. 2 reveal that sharp (irreversible) transitions dominate the reversal at the e.a. direction, whereas smooth (reversible) transitions dominate at the h.a. direction. As expected for extended systems, this indicates that magnetization reversal mainly proceeds by nucleation and further propagation of magnetic domains and by rotation processes, respectively. This picture has been strongly supported recently in real space by means of angular dependent Kerr microscopy measurements in 10° miscut LSMO films.16

The symmetry of the magnetic anisotropy for the different films is more clear when the angular dependence of the normalized remanence of both magnetization components, i.e., $M_{||}/M_S$ and $M_{⊥}/M_S$, is plotted [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. In all cases, both magnetization components show a pronounced oscillation with periodicity of 180°. However, in the lowest miscut sample, i.e., θm = 2°, an additional 90° periodicity is found. In particular, $M_{||}$ presents two maxima (minima) which correspond to two orthogonal e.a. at 0° and 90° (h.a. at 45° and 135°), indicating a fourfold magnetic anisotropy (Fig. 3 top panels). It is worth noting that the two maxima show different values at the e.a., and the maximum value coincides with the substrate surface steps direction. This is signature of the existence of two anisotropies, i.e., biaxial and uniaxial, originated from the cubic crystal symmetry and the step-induced anisotropy, respectively. In clear contrast, for high miscut LSMO films, i.e., θm = 4° to 10°, the $M_{||}$ follows a perfect $|\cos θ|$ law dependence, whereas the $M_{⊥}$ changes the sign when a characteristic direction, i.e., e.a. and h.a. directions, is crossed (Fig. 3 bottom panels). In addition, $M_{||} = 0$ at the h.a., which is a typical feature of well-defined uniaxial anisotropy systems. The magnetic anisotropy is clearly visualized in the polar plot of the parallel component of the remanence magnetization (insets of Fig. 3). In the case of lowest miscut film $M_{||}$ presents a “4-leaves clover”-like behavior, signature of a biaxial anisotropy, whereas in the case of high miscut LSMO films, the well-defined uniaxial anisotropy is highlighted by the “two-lobe” behavior of the $M_{||}$. This indicates a magnetic anisotropy transition as θm increases, which can be ascribed to the competition between the magnetocrystalline (fourfold) anisotropy and the substrate-induced (twofold) anisotropy.

![FIG. 1. (Color online) 1 × 1 μm² AFM images of the LSMO films grown onto 2°, 4°, 8°, and 10° miscut STO substrates. Clear elongated structures on the top surface, oriented along the [110] crystallographic direction, are found in 4°, 8°, and 10° miscut samples. No clear structures are observed in the lowest miscut film, i.e., 2°.](image1.png)

![FIG. 2. (Color online) Representative hysteresis loops of the parallel (perpendicular) components of the magnetization $M_{||}(H)$ [$M_{⊥}(H)$] acquired at θ = 0° (closed symbol) and θ ≈ 90° (open) directions of 120-nm-thick LSMO films grown onto 2° (top panels) and 8° (bottom panels) miscut STO(001) substrates. θ = 0° is taken when the external field is aligned parallel to the [110] in-plane crystal direction, i.e., parallel to the substrate step direction.](image2.png)
induced by vicinal substrates with different miscut angles. To do so, we have investigated the effects of the vicinal surfaces on the magnetic properties of LSMO films by high-resolution vectorial Kerr magnetometry. The dominance of the uniaxial anisotropy over the biaxial anisotropy is achieved in 120-nm-thick LSMO films grown onto high miscut vicinal STO(001) substrates. Keeping fixed the film thickness, the surface-induced anisotropy determines well-defined uniaxial magnetic anisotropy for vicinal surfaces with miscut angle higher than 4°, with the e.a. lying along the direction of surface step edges. For lower miscut LSMO films, fourfold magnetic anisotropy features are found. We have shown the angular dependence of the magnetization reversal processes from the detailed analysis of the vectorial-resolved Kerr loops. In this work, we have demonstrated the ability to control and tailor the magnetic properties of 120-nm-thick LSMO films by exploiting vicinal surfaces. This is an important task for the design of devices based on thin film technology.
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